
Sensory Break Activities 

 

Soccer Ball 

 

Fitness Dice 

 

Animal Walks 

 

Yoga Pretzels, Unicorn Yoga, Pirate Yoga 

(Pictures with steps provided) 

 

Simon Says 

 

Fitness Challenge 

 

Movement Bingo 

(bingo cards and caller card provided) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Soccer Ball: 

 

Procedure: 

 

Teacher will toss the ball to whoever is sitting or waiting quietly. When the student 

catches the ball, they will have 2 choices of the movements by choosing an activity 

either of their thumbs land on. 

Once they choose the activity, they can toss the ball back to the teacher. Then all 

the students who want to participate will do the movement of that student’s choice. 

When the movement is done everyone either can sit back in their seats or standing 

quietly in their spots and another student who is quietly waiting, will have a turn. 

Until everyone who wanted a turn and participated.   

If their thumbs land on a black spot they can toss the ball up and catch it again 

until their thumbs land on a movement. 

 

Movements included on the ball: 

15 second plank                          10 jumping jacks 

10 push ups                                 15 second squat 

5 deep breaths                             15 jumping side to side 

10 second tree pose                    10 cross crawls 

Hop on Left foot 15 times               

Hop on Right foot 15 times 

10 sit ups 

 

 



 

 

 

Fitness Dice 

 

There are 2 dice. One will have movements on it the other is numbers. 

Student will roll the first die with the movement, whatever lands on top is the 

activity to do, the second die is rolled and the number on top is the amount of the 

movement to do. 

 

Arm circles  

Hopping on one foot, then switch 

Head rolls 

Push ups 

Sit ups 

Jumping jacks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Animal walk dice 

 

Same as above, but using one die and incorporating animal walking. 

 

Crab walk  

Bear walk 

Frog jumping 

Giraffe walk (walking on their toes) 

Penguin walk (walking on their heels) 

Snake slither (army/commando crawl) 

 

 

 

Simon Says: 

Teacher could start as Simon and then have the kids become Simon. Have different 

ideas ready for kids who may have difficulty with coming up with ideas. 

Here are some ideas. 

 

Tap left knee with right hand                 Tap right knee with left hand 

Raise right arm and tap left foot            Raise left arm and tap right foot 

Clap hands                                            touch toes 

Snap fingers                                           spin  in a circle 5 times  

 



 

 

Fitness Challenge 

Materials needed- a deck of cards (provided) 

On the cards will be exercises/movements  

 

You will need 2 teams: Red Team (hearts and diamonds)  and the  Black Team   

(spades and clubs) 

Split the cards so each teach will have all the same colors (red/red  black/black) 

Place the 2 decks face down on a table or desk, have the 2 teams on opposite sides 

of the room. On the count of 3 one team member from each team races to pick the 

top card from their deck, races back to their team where everyone needs to do the 

action on the card.  The number on the card equals the amount of exercises/actions 

they should do. After the team is done another member of the team goes to get 

another card from their deck and so on. 

 

The first team to finish their deck wins! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Up, Down, Stop, and Go! 

 

Green= Go 

Red= Stop 

Yellow= Up 

Blue= Down 

 

Show the colored cards with verbal directions, interchanging them slowly then 

quicker. 

Eventually stop the verbal cues and just show the cards.  

 

Make the game into rounds: 

Green:                         Yellow:                 Blue:                      Red: 

Run in place               Jumping jacks       Squat                    Stop 

Marching in place       Frog jumps          Squat sit (without touching floor with hands) 

                                    Jump tuck            Lay on belly 

                                    Bunny hops         Lay on back 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Movement Bingo 

 

Sitting at their desks, caller will pick out of a bag or hat a movement and the 

students will participate in the movement/action picked. All the the cards are the 

same, however the movements will be in different places, the students may need 

help scanning for the square. 

They can use small pieces of scrap paper to cover their spaces. 

They should cover all the spaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


